
Developed by John Lentine, Art Speciaist

Make your own sample of the lesson so you understand the process.
   Select 12” X 18” construction paper in ‘sea colors’--assorted blues, greens, grays, etc.  Display colors
   for students.  Have oil pastels available—students only need one color.

   Prepare the liquid tempera beforehand—shake and check the flow—to avoid surprises.  Set up group
   paint trays with some yellow, blue and red.  This lesson, and many others, are much easier if you have
   squirt bottles for the paint.

   Prepare VCR and Mr. L-19 video tape if you have the kit.

Love those Anemones

GRADE:  K TIME:  1 session

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
  √   Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:

1.  discuss radial design and demonstrate by painting a radial sea anemone.
2.  use brushes in different ways and demonstrate by making different thin and thick dabs for fish.
3.  sign and discuss art with class or a partner.
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KIT INCLUDES:

lesson plan
image boards
lesson Boards
Sea Anemones book
videotape of Mr. L-19

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
  √   Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
  √   Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:

Students look at pictures of sea
anemones and discuss radial
design.  They then paint a large
anemone and background.  If using
the kit, a video will assist with
engagement and will demonstrate.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science, sea life
Math:  Radial
    Symmetry (design)
THEMES:
Natural world
Sea life

..

PREPARE:

MATERIALS:
12” X 18” construction paper

assorted “sea” colors
oil pastels, assortment

liquid tempera:  yellow, blue,
    white, magenta, orange,
    green, violet  (must have
    white and 3 other minimally)

sponge Brushes-- 1" foam best

VOCABULARY:
contrast
radial design
primary colors



This lesson is about Sea Anemones.        Radial design

Sea anemones are invertebrates that live in the sea.  They attach themselves to rocks, coral and
other permanent objects, but can move slowly along these.  There are over 1000 known different
types in the world that come in all shapes, sizes and colors.

In appearance, sea anemones are an example of radial design or radial symmetry.  They have a
tube-like body with a mouth in the center that is surrounded by tentacles. The tentacles protect the
anemone and catch its food; they are studded with very small stingers at the tips. Sea Anemones are
usually about 1 to 4 inches, but a few grow to be 6 feet across!

Sea amemones are carnivores that eat fish, shellfish and other sea life.  They catch their food using
their tentacles which have poisonous stingers (called nematocysts).

If you look down on a sea anemone it will become clear that it is radially designed.  Discuss radial design
using examples such as flowers, sun, compass, etc. for examples.

Sing the Anemones and the I'm an Artist Songs:

A.  Before showing the video, demonstrate the following:

1.  Explain the term contrast.  Contrast means two objects are
very different in color and in lightness/darkness.  Test them
with different color combinations.  If they use dark paper then
use light oil pastel, and vice versa.

2.  Explain that the paper color will represent the sea and the
oil pastel will be the water.  Show them that it can be vertical
or horizontal.

3.  Demonstrate how to draw the water lines.  Be sure to use an oil pastel, touch each edge, and draw
interesting wavy lines across the page. Press hard with the pastel and move hand slowly as you press and
draw lines.  The goal is for strong lines.

4.  Now have students get one paper, one contrasting oil pastel and draw their water lines.

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

CREATE:

Anemone Song (Tune of
"Row, Row, Row..Boat)

Legs, arms, tentacles
Shooting out like rays
Like the sun, anemones
Are radial that way!

I'm an Artist (Tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)
(teacher first, student repeat)

I’m an artist. I’m an artist.
I paint and draw. I paint and draw.
And I like to play with clay. And I like to play with clay.
I have fun every day. And I do my best each day!



B. When completed bring students to meeting area on floor to look at the VCR or watch you demonstrate.

1. Explain that on this video there is a pretend art teacher named Mr. L-19.  He will speak through the
television monitor from the spaceship Artship Centerprize.  (Turn on tape and he will direct you.)  Remind
them only to speak out when he asks them questions.

2.  Mr. L-19 will introduce next part of the lesson and talk about sea anemones a bit.  Then he will turn it
over to the classroom teacher to show the class the lesson boards.  The lesson boards will show the
process step-by-step including radial design.

3.  Demonstrate this process so students can watch before they work.

a. Familiarize students with materials to be used.

b. Place a 50 cent piece blob of white paint in
or near center of paper.

c. Put a dab of one of the other colors on top
of the white (Try to swirl a bit as you add it.)

d. Demonstrate holding foam brush and pulling
from the middle outward using fat side of
brush for fat lines and thin side for skinny lines.

e.   Give students color trays with 3 colors.  Some will
      have primary colors, others secondary colors.

f.    Using same color as in center dab, touch the
     brush to end of each leg.  Use big dabs for fat
     legs and small ones for  thin legs.

g.  Pick up a bit of each color on the end of the brush.
     Dab in the water area to make little multi-colored fish.

h.   Put one unlucky fish in mouth (center)
      of sea anemone.

i.     Properly sign your artwork with a pencil
       in the corner.

name



ASSESSMENT:
Individual art show and demonstration of learning

1.  Have students work in pairs.  Each shows the other their art using the words radial design when
     showing their anemone.
2.  Students can make up a story about their sea anemone and tell their friend.

Teacher-administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Do you know where see anemones live, what they eat, how they eat?(K)
2.  Can you use radial symmetry on your anemone? (K)
3.  Did you paint fat and thin lines? (S)
4.  Did you paint multi-colored fish using many colors at once? (S)
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions?(A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson?(E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE

Alignment of Standards: Alignment of GLE's:
Art:  A1,2,3; B4; C2b,5;D1.  Reading:  R1.4, R1.6, R1.7.
English: C2,3,4.  Math:  M5.1.6, M5.1.7.
Math:  B4. Science:  SC1, SC3
Science: C2,3.
Geography:  E



Love those Anemones

Students looked at pictures of sea anemones--
underwater creatures with lots of tentacles.
They saw how the mouth was in the center and
the legs were around the mouth.  They learned
that this is radial design.  They then painted a
large anemone, waves in the sea and a lots of
fish to eat.    And they sang:

Anemone Song
 (sing to tune of Row, Row Row your boat)

Legs, arms, tentacles
Shooting out like rays

Like the sun, anemones
Are radial that way!

          __________________________________________________________________



Love those Anemones
Kindergarten Art Lesson

Students looked at pictures of sea anemones --
underwater creatures with lots of tentacles.
They saw how the mouth was in the center and
the legs were around the mouth.  This is radial
design.  They painted a large anemone and a
background full of fish to eat.    And they sang:

Anemone
(tune of Row, Row Row….)

Legs, arms, tentacles
Shooting out like rays

Like the sun, anemones
Are radial that way!

Artist's Name________________________
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Lesson by John Lentine, FNSBSD Art Specialist

Before the lesson:
1.  Cut construction paper as specified above.
2.  Copy mittens, one for each student, onto a cardstock if possible.
2.  Collect all other supplies.
3.  If needed, make the art lesson so that you understand what students will be doing.

Athabascan Mittens
GRADE:  K    TIME:  one session

ART ELEMENTS:

       Line
  X   Shape/Form
  X   Color
       Value
       Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:
1.  Students will learn about Athabascan Indians of interior Alaska and Sally Hudson, in particular.
2.  Students will identify patterns in trim strips and create their own pattern.
3.  Students will neatly cut and glue shapes, using tools properly.
4.  Students will finish their Athabascan Mitten including a beading design.
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KIT INCLUDES:
lesson plan
lesson samples
photos of Athabascan
    beading
Sally Hudson info board
vocabulary board

ART PRINCIPLES:

  X   Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:

Students will examine the traditional
lifestyle of Athabscan people. They
will look at clothing, and the types and
materials used for decoration.  After
looking closely at beading, students
will design their own beaded mitten.

RELATES TO:
Social Studies
Alaska Studies

THEMES:
Culture

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
shape
color
pattern
Athabascan

MATERIALS:
construction paper
   2 X 12” tan or salmon
   1 X 6” strips many colors
markers, broad tip
   many colors
scissors
glue



The Athabscan Indians represent a sizable group of people that live in the interior of Alaska.
Traditionally, they have endured the cold of Alaska and survived by creating warm clothing from
the animals they hunted.  In addition, they have decorated this clothing most often using beads
and furs. 

Discuss the Alaskan interior winters and how the Athabascans had to make warm clothing to
survive. Using the illustration of Sally Hudson, point to the decorative pattern strip near the hem
of her parka.

Look at examples of clothing and beading on the boards provided.

While students are together, demonstrate the lesson.

1. Have each child select 2 of the different colored strips (size 1” x 6”) and cut 5 squares from
each one. These will be used as pattern pieces.

1

2. Take the second set of 5 squares and cut a different shape from them. Change the 5 squares
into 5 of ONE OF THE SHAPES as shown below:

A.  To make diamonds, turn squares on end…

B.  To make triangles, cut diamonds from bottom to top …

C. Trim corners of squares to make circles…

D.  Cut squares in half to make rectangles…

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

CREATE:



E.  Trim corners of rectangles to make ovals…

3.  Using different shapes and colors, lay pieces out on the strips to make a pattern.
When the pattern looks good, neatly glue it onto the strip.

4.  Pass out a mitten shape handout to each student.

5.  Cut out the mitten, leaving the black line on or
have them cut through the middle of it as a  guide.

6.  Glue the patterned strip at the base of the mitten.
Let the excess hang off the edge.

7.   Trim the rest and glue it on the middle of the mitten.

8.  Beading design:  In this space students will create a “beading design”
     using marker points. Floral designs are emphasized but not absolutely
     required.  See photos on page 1 and samples in kit.

9.  Pass out certificates and glue to back of mitten.
     You are done!

Extension to the lesson :  Another way  to present the mitten project is to make 2 and string
them together with yarn.

* * * * * * * * * * *
*

Name



Assessment:

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Do you know who Sally Hudson is and what she made? (S)
2. Did you make a pattern on your strips?(K/S)
3. Did you cut and glue carefully?(S)
4  Did you use your marker to make a beaded design? (K/S)
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions?(A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson?(E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needs improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards:

Art: A1-4; B5; C2b,4,5; D2
Math: A; Science:  F;  Cultural:  A, D



















































































   

Before teaching this class, cut out some 2” squares of white construction paper. Each student will need
these for his or her creature’s eyes. From these squares, the students will cut eyes in whatever shape
they like. They may use any number of eyes for their creature so make a lot. You can even use scraps of
paper for this.

Color Critters
GRADE: K             TIME: One hour

Developed by John Lentine, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
       Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Kindergarteners will:
1. mix the primary colors in pairs to make the secondary colors.
2. mix all three primary colors together to make brown.
3. create a colorful creature using their imagination.
4. use art materials safely and clean up appropriately.

.

KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
•vocabulary board
•White Rabbit’s Color Book
  by Alan Baker
•process board (5 panel)
•color wheel board

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
  √   Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students will listen to the story White
Rabbit’s Color Book in which White
Rabbit jumps through primary color
paints and turns brown. After some
practice in mixing primary colored oil
pastels in many combinations and
discovering new colors, they will
create a colorful critter from their
practice sheet.

CONTENT CONNECTIONS:
Science: Mixing color
Math: equations i.e. R+Y=O,
B+Y=G, R+B=P,  R+B+Y=Br

THEMES:
Color in Our World

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:

•primary
•secondary
•pattern
•blend
•oval

.

MATERIALS:

•construction paper:
--12 x18” black
--9 x12” orange
--white small pieces/scraps
•oil pastels (primary colors &
 white)
•scissors and glue
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1. Gather the children together and ask a question such as, “Have you ever discovered something
really amazing by accident?... In this story, White Rabbit stumbles into a very colorful discovery with
paint!  Let’s listen to White Rabbit’s Color Book by Alan Baker.”  Point out that Alan Baker also drew
and painted the pictures which means he is the author and the illustrator.

2. As you read the story you will find places where the rabbit takes a shower
to wash off the paint he gets all over himself. At these points, lead the children
in singing the following song to the tune of “Here We Go Round the Mulberry
Bush” using the appropriate colors.

For example, when White Rabbit is washing off ORANGE, sing:
Orange comes from yellow and red, yellow and red, yellow and red.
Orange comes from yellow and red. YELLOW AND RED MAKE ORANGE.

When White Rabbit is washing off GREEN, sing:
Green comes from yellow and blue, yellow and blue, yellow and blue.
Green comes from yellow and blue. YELLOW AND BLUE MAKE GREEN.

When White Rabbit is washing off PURPLE, sing:
Purple comes form red and blue, red and blue, red and blue.
Purple comes from red and blue.  RED AND BLUE MAKE PURPLE.

Try this one too. When White Rabbit turns brown SING this song to the tune of TWINKLE TWINKLE:
Mix your colors all around.
Mix too much and you’ll get BROWN!

3. After you finish reading the story, say: “Now let’s have some fun mixing colors like White Rabbit
did and create a colorful creature of our own!”

4. Send the children to their tables or desks.  Work in groups of 4 so that common materials can be
used easily.  Adapt this to your own arrangement of tables in whatever way works best for your
group.

1.  Pass out or place on the tables in the middle
of the groups the following items:

9x12” orange construction paper
scissors
glue
white construction paper—small pieces
oil pastels--red, blue, yellow and white

2. Give the following instructions:
a.  We want to make large ovals today so choose a primary

color and try to touch your pastel on three sides of your paper as
you draw a large oval shape.

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

CREATE:



b. Fill in a large part of this shape with red scribbling. Scribble
right up to the edges.

c. Fill in a large part of the left over space in the shape with
yellow scribbling. Leaving some space for blue, let the yellow
overlap some of the red.  What happens?

d. Now scribble the remainder of the space in the shape with
blue. Cross over some red and some yellow as well. In one area try
to mix all three colors.

e. What happens as you mix colors? Discuss this with your
group.

f. Use some white on top of the red and blue mixing areas.
The purple will look more purple.  Did anyone see brown yet? Look
where you mixed all three colors. Make sure the oval is completely
filled and there are no “peek-a-boos” or spaces with the orange
paper showing through the oil pastels.

3.  Walk around and make sure the students are finding the correct results. Nudge them a bit if
needed. They get pretty excited when they see the new colors appear.
4.  Show the children proper cutting techniques:

Hold the scissors pointing straight ahead, turn the paper,
 not the scissors, as you cut. Cut out the oval shape.

5. Glue the large oval on to the 12x18” black paper, leaving
room for heads and feet.
6.  Pass out small pieces of white paper to cut out the eyes.
Students can have as many eyes as they wish and can place
them on their creature as they choose.
7.  Use the oil pastels to draw legs, feet, arms, hands,
head or whatever characteristics their creature has.
Be sure that each part has at least two colors! For example,
the head could be made of blue and yellow mixed together.
8.  Have fun! Display and discuss critters:

--What is your creature’s name?
--Where does it live?
--What does it eat?

9.  Close by singing the songs again.

Hang the artwork and enjoy.

 

 

Write name
in pencil.



Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Did you get purple by mixing red and blue? (K)
2. Did you get orange by mixing red and yellow? (K)
3. Did you get green by mixing yellow and blue? (K)
4.  Did you get brown when you mixed red, yellow and blue? (K)
5.  Did you add a touch of imagination to your work today? (E)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions? (A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson? (A)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3,4. C3,4,5. D1,4.

Science: D.  Math A (equations).



Color Critters!
     Today in ART class we heard the story of White Rabbit’s
Color Book by Alan Baker. In the book, White Rabbit kept
getting into all sorts of paint and mixing new colors on
himself! We made new colors by mixing the primary colors
(red, yellow and blue) together in pairs to make the secondary
colors orange, green and purple. We finally mixed all three
primary colors at once to make brown! We made an imaginary
creature out of all our new colors too.

COLORS!  Sing these songs to the tune of
“Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush.”
ORANGE comes from yellow and red,
yellow and red, yellow and red.
Orange comes from yellow and red.
YELLOW AND RED MAKE ORANGE.

GREEN comes from yellow and blue,
yellow and blue, yellow and blue.
Green comes from yellow and blue.
YELLOW AND BLUE MAKE GREEN.

PURPLE comes form red and blue
red and blue, red and blue.
Purple comes from red and blue.
RED AND BLUE MAKE PURPLE.

Sing it to Twinkle Twinkle:
Mix your colors all around. Mix too much and you get brown.
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PURPLE comes form red and blue
red and blue, red and blue.
Purple comes from red and blue.
RED AND BLUE MAKE PURPLE.

Sing it to Twinkle Twinkle:
Mix your colors all around. Mix too much and you get brown.
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Color Book by Alan Baker. In the book, White Rabbit kept
getting into all sorts of paint and mixing new colors on
himself! We made new colors by mixing the primary colors
(red, yellow and blue) together in pairs to make the secondary
colors orange, green and purple. We finally mixed all three
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creature out of all our new colors too.
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Mix your colors all around. Mix too much and you get brown.



















































Glue the white paper on the black paper so that there is a nice even black margin.

Prepare sets of tempera cake paints with primary and secondary colors by placing them on a tray or
cardboard box lid. Two students can share a set.

Collect flat easel brushes, either one half  or 1 inch wide. Set one out for each student. A table of four
uses 2 water bowls. Have paper towels for students to dab brushes.

Landscapes with David Mollett

GRADE:  K TIME:  Two sessions is best

Developed by  John Lentine, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
       Texture
  √   Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. Students will learn about Fairbanks artist David Mollett.
2. Students will examine land forms including fore, middle and background.
3. Students will learn that things close up show more detail and far away shows none.
4. Students will draw lines to create a landscape with fore, middle and background.
5. Students will use art materials appropriately.
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KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
•Mollett landscapes (2)
•process board
•vocabulary board
•David Mollett board
•line and color boards

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
  √   Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students examine landscapes by
Fairbanks artist David Mollett looking
at fore, middle and backgrounds.  They
then paint a landscape demonstrating
what they learned.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science:
       Land forms
THEMES:
Nature:
        Landscape

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
landscape
foreground
middle ground
background
space

MATERIALS:

• tempera cake paints
• 9 x 12” white paper
• 12 x 18” black paper
• water bowls
• brushes
• black crayons
• glue
• paper towels



Gather the children and introduce them to the landscape work of David Mollett.  Look at the panel of
two landscapes. Ask the children to describe what they see.  David Mollett is an artist and a professor
of art at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.   Since the fifth grade, David has lived in Fairbanks and
has wanted to be an artist ever since about age ten. David tries many different types of art, but he has
spent a lot of time painting landscapes or pictures of the land. He says the most important thing is to
practice.

A landscape shows an area that has space.  To show space a landscape has three parts: the
foreground, the background and the middle ground.  The foreground is the closest to the bottom of the
page and the closest to the viewer. The middle ground is in the middle of the page and the background
is near the top of the page.  Find these areas in Mollett’s paintings, tracing ground lines with fingers.

When things are close you can see them more clearly.  When they are far away you cannot see
the little things—the details.  Look at David’s work and discuss this idea.

Session 1:  Create Lines

1.  Foreground:  With a black crayon make a line that is curvy or bumpy across the page near the
      bottom. Be sure to touch both edges of the paper with all lines.

2.  Middle ground:  Near the middle of the page make a line that is horizontal and fairly straight.

3.  Background:  Above the middle line draw a line or two to represent hills or mountains.
     Don’t go too high—be sure to leave some sky!

4.  Now go back into the area below the middle ground and add a couple of more interesting lines
     that will help break up space and give students areas in which to paint.

5.  Brainstorm with student different kinds of lines they could use in their landscape and
     remind them to vary their own lines because it adds interest to the painting.  (What would it
     look like if all the lines were straight?  If they were all curved? Etc.)

CREATE::

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

Note: As teacher is making lines,
have students hold crayons and
move hands in the air to practice
different kinds of lines.



6. Recalling that things closer have a lot of detail, add some trees or bushes to the foreground.

Session 2:  Review Color and Paint

1.  Pull out the color wheel and review the basics of color.  Show students that when they mix lots of
colors together they will get brown.  Show them Mollett’s work and remind them that we want other
colors and maybe a little brown in the pictures.  Also tell them that they can be imaginative in their
choice of colors.

2.  Review painting techniques:  (if these are reviewed whenever you paint they will slowly learn all of
them!)

--hold brush like pencil (practice in the air)
--holding closer to the brush provides more control, but sometimes you want a freer stroke

        and then holding higher works fine; remind students to work gently with brush
--show how to ‘pet the paint’ and not ‘scrub’ it (if using liquid tempera this does not make

   sense, so just remind to dip the brush without picking up too much paint for the job)
--demonstrate wetting the brush and pulling water from it with the edge of the water cup;

        remind that we do not want a swimming pool
--demonstrate painting using more than 2 colors in an area
--suggest they start with yellow and other light colors first and work toward dark colors

3.  Let students paint their landscapes!  Teacher should watch for when it’s time to stop since
kindergartners would be happy to paint brown all day!



Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Do you know the name of the artist we studied today?  (K)
2.  Can you point to the fore, middle and backgrounds in Mollets work? (K/S)
3.  Did you draw different kinds of lines in your landscape? (S)
4.  Did you use your brush and paints well today?  (S)
5.  Did you do your best today? (A)
6.  Did you paint with some imaginative colors? (C)
7.  Did you  listen and follow directions? (A)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3,4. B 2,5,6.

C1. D4.
Science:  D.





























1. Cut black construction paper to pieces 4”x18” and then some pieces 6x4” in many
other colors.  Also cut some pieces of black about 3” square.

Henry Moore Sculpture
GRADE:  K TIME:  1 session

Developed by  John Lentine, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

       Line
  √   Shape/Form
       Color
       Value
       Texture
  √   Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. Students will learn about Henry Moore, the English sculptor and know why he was famous.
2. Students will cut out a figure and glue it onto their base.
3. Students will create a small sculpture that looks similar to their cut person.
4. Students will have at least one hole or negative space in their person.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                      Art Center Art Activity Kit©

KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson Plan
•Henry Moore artist board (2)
•Book: The Life and Work of
 Henry Moore by Sean
    Connolly
•vocabulary board

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students will study the artist Henry
Moore who made sculptures of
people.  They then create a simple
figure out of paper and clay.  These
figures included “holes” or negative
space, just like the artist.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Math: positive/negative

THEMES:
Art in the environment

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
•sculptor
•negative space
•3-dimensional
•Henry Moore

MATERIALS:

construction paper:
black--
   4 X 18"
   3 X 3"
red, yellow, blue--4 X 6"
super dough self-hardening
   clay (red, yellow, blue)
white glue



Henry Moore was an English sculptor who was very famous.  He was famous because
his work was much different than artists before him. He simplified forms, not showing any
detail.  He made many pictures of families.

His simple sculptures of the human form often contained “negative space”--the spaces
created by “holes” in the sculpture.

Look at the 2 boards showing pictures of his work.  Can you imagine sheep grazing
nearby?  His work is usually found outside in natural settings.  It is made of bronze
(metal) which is very strong.

While students are in meeting place, demonstrate the following.  Then guide them
through the process.

Each student gets 1 large and small black construction paper.  They choose a 4 X 6" of
the color they want.

Place the smaller paper in the middle of the larger one so it looks like a band-aid. Fold it
along those lines.

After folding, it stands in this way. This is the base for the sculpture.

Trim the edges of the 4x6” paper so that it looks something like a human form.  Discuss
this as needed with your students.  It could show a head, shoulders and maybe legs.

CREATE::

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:



Using the small black pieces, cut some circles and then put them on the form where
holes would be. These appear as negative space.

Using some super-dough, make a shape that is like the one you cut out. Add a thin layer
of glue to the bottom of the sculpture before you add it to the base. The surface tension
will allow it to adhere well.

Copy forms below.  Give one to each student to place on the back side of their sculpture.

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist

Today in art we learned
about Henry Moore who was
a sculptor.  We made
sculptures like his.  We
included negative space
(holes) in our sculptures.

_______________________
Artist



Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Do you know the name of the sculptor we studied today? (K)
2. Did you add negative space to your cut paper figure? (K)
3. Did your 3-D sculpture look like your cut figure? (S)
4. Did you use scissors and glue carefully? (S)
5. Did you do your best today? (A)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions?

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3,4; B 2,4,5,6; C1,1a,b; D6,7

History:  B
Math:  A





















































1. Cut railroad board into 12 x1” pieces to use later as sticks for shape-ka-bobs.
2. Cut plain copy paper into pieces 8.5x5.5” or one-half sheet.
3. Peel off paper from crayons so that you might use them for texturing paper.

Shape-Ka-Bobs
GRADE:  K TIME: 1 hour

Developed by  John Lentine, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

       Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
  √   Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:
1. Students will find and name textures.
2. Students will make color rubbings from different shaped textures.
3. Students will cut and glue carefully.
4. Students will assemble textured shapes onto a stick.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                      Art Center Art Activity Kit©

KIT INCLUDES:

• lesson Plan
• lesson sample
• textures, in bags
• texture board
• vocabulary board

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students will learn about textures.  They will go
on a texture hunt in their room naming textures
they find.  Then they will make rubbings from
texture forms, cut them out, and put them on a
stick to make a “Shape-ka-Bob.”

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science: Our senses

THEMES:
Looking at the World

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
texture
shape

MATERIALS:

• crayons, peeled
• railroad board, 1” X12”
• copy paper, half sheets
• glue
• scissors



1. Gather the children to the meeting area.
2. Ask them to touch the bottom of their shoes and to use a word that describes how

that feels.   Does it feel rough, smooth, bumpy, scratchy, etc.?
3. Textures can be real or implied. A real texture can be felt.  An implied texture looks

rough or bumpy, but is not.  It is drawn to look that way.  See texture board for
examples.

4. Tell them they will be going on a treasure hunt today, but it will be called a
“Texture Hunt.”  Have students wander around the room finding textures.  Stop
them a few times and have them show and name their textures.

1. Set up class so 4 students share each texture bag.
2. Select a textured shape from the bag and put it completely under the copy paper.
3. Using the side of a bare crayon, make a rubbing of the shape. The shape will

appear on the paper as you rub it.
4. Cut out that shape carefully.
5. Do this 3 times with a different shape and color each time.
6. Glue each shape in line on the railroad board,
     leaving room for a hand hold.

CREATE::

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:

 CLOSE:

Textured shape is under paper.
Rub crayon over paper and shape
reveals itself.
Cut out shape. You can leave a
little white.



To close this lesson, have the children hold their shape-ka-bobs and wave them. Each
child can point to one shape and name it as in, “I made a bumpy triangle!” If you have
time, they can name more.

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Did you find and name some textures today? (K)
2. Did you make some rubbings of textured shapes today? (S)
3. Did you use the materials carefully? (S)
4. Did you make a Shape-ka-bob?
5. Did you add a creative touch of your own? (C)
6. Did you actively listen and follow directions?(A)
7. Did you do your best on your art today? (A)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:

Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts
Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education

Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3.





















Prepare sets of tempera cakes with primary and secondary colors. Tempera cake sets may be shared
by two to four children depending upon how children seated at the tables. Place the tempera cakes on
Styrofoam meat trays or plastic trays.

Teacher should make a sample lesson before teaching to maximize student success.

Sunflowers
GRADE:  K TIME: 1 hour
Developed by  John Lentine and Karen Stomberg, Art Specialists

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
  √   Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:  Students will:
•learn about Vincent Van Gogh by reading the book Camille and the Sunflowers.
•paint a sunflower in the manner of Vincent Van Gogh.
•discuss the life of Vincent Van Gogh and the other characters in the book.
•learn and show in their art the parts of the sunflower.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                       Art Center Art Activity Kit©

KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
• Book:
  Camille and thSunflowers
  By Laurence Holt
• vocabulary board
Van Gogh reproductions:
• Self-Portrait
• Sunflowers
• lesson process board

ART PRINCIPLES:

  √   Pattern
  √   Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
       Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:
Students read book Camille
and the Sunflowers, a story
about Vincent Van Gogh and
learn of his love for painting
sunflowers. Inspired by this,
they paint a sunflower of their
own.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science: Plants

THEMES:
Nature

..

PREPARE:

VOCABULARY:
• sunflowers
• petals
• seeds
• stem
• texture
• Vincent Van Gogh

MATERIALS:

• 12x18” white drawing
  paper (cut to 11 X 17”)
•12 X 18” colored paper
  for mounting when done
• tempera cakes:
  primary & secondary
• water bowls
• brushes
• oil pastels, set



Gather the children to a meeting area and read the story of Camille and the Sunflowers.

Vincent Van Gogh is the artist in this story. He painted yellow sunflowers and believed
that yellow was a good color for friendship and love.

Ask them how they feel about each character. Encourage them to totally discuss each
one.

How do they especially feel about the artist Vincent Van Gogh? Camille?

Do you think they were treated fairly?

Did the people like having an artist in their town?

1.  Students may place their paper horizontally or vertically.

2.  Using the brown oil pastel,
     draw one to three circles on the paper.
     This will be where the seeds are located.

3.Draw many seeds in the circle.

4.  Draw petals for the sunflowers all around the circle.

5.  Draw a stem and some leaves.

6.  Add paint.

CREATE::

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:



ASSESSMENT: Let students talk with a neighbor about their art, naming all the parts of the
sunflower.

Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1.  Can you tell me the name of the artist you studied today? (K)
2. Did you paint different parts of the sunflower? (K)
3. Can you name the different parts of the sunflower that you painted?(K)
4.  Did you paint with dabs as Vincent did? (S)
5.  Did you add an imaginative touch to your art? (C)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions? (A)
7.  Did you do your best during this lesson? (E)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:
Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts

Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education
Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

 CLOSE:

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3; B4,5,6; C2a,b,5;
Math:  A,E; Science:  C,F.

































Prepare white construction paper by cutting it to 11x17 inches. Then glue it to 12x18” pieces of black so
that it is mounted before students paint.

Teacher should do the lesson before the students to increase student success.

Vincent Van Gogh Self-Portraits
GRADE:  K TIME: 1 session

Developed by John Lentine, Art Specialist

ART ELEMENTS:

  √   Line
  √   Shape/Form
  √   Color
       Value
       Texture
       Space/Perspective

OBJECTIVES AND ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:
1.  Students will learn about Vincent Van Gogh and look at his self-portraits.
2.  Students will look at the impressionistic style of painting using lots of colors, swirls and dabs.
3.  Students will paint their own self-portrait using a style similar to Van Gogh.

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
                      Art Center Art Activity Kit©

KIT INCLUDES:

•lesson plan
•book: Van Gogh: The
 Passionate Eye
 by Pascal Bonafoux
•vocabulary board
•Van Gogh self-portraits
 (4)
•“how to draw a self-
  portrait” 2-panel board

ART PRINCIPLES:

       Pattern
       Rhythm/movement
       Proportion/Scale
  √   Balance
       Unity
       Emphasis

LESSON DESCRIPTION:

Students study the sef-portraits of
the Dutch painter Vincent Van Gogh.
They look at his impressionist style
of painting and then create their own
self-portrait in tempera paints.

CONTENT
CONNECTIONS:
Science: facial
features

THEMES:
Looking at
Ourselves

..

PREPARE:

MATERIALS:

•crayons
•tempera paint cakes in the
 primary and secondary
 colors
•brushes
•water bowls
•12x18” white and black
construction paper
•glue

VOCABULARY:

•Van Gogh line
•portrait color
•self-portrait
•swirls
•dabs



Vincent Van Gogh was a Dutch painter known for his bold colors and self-portraits.  He was born in the
Netherlands so we call him a “Dutch artist. Vincent had a brother whose name was Theo. From the
letters they wrote to each other, we have learned a lot about Vincent.
Vincent loved the color yellow and thought it was a good color for friendship and love. He painted many
pictures of sunflowers. His painting style was bold and fast with thick strokes of paint. It could be
compared to icing on a cake.

He was a very sensitive person who liked to help people whenever he could. He painted pictures of
peasants, people working in the fields and also pictures of the fields themselves.  Vincent is known for
his many paintings of sunflowers and his famous self-portraits.

Look at the self-portraits included in the kit. How are they different? How are they the same? Does each
one have a certain color that is more apparent than the rest?

There are many ways to create a self-portrait. Follow this simple process to make a self-portrait in a style
similar to Van Gogh.  Refer to the lesson boards in the art kit.

1.  Have student place their paper in a vertical position because a head is longer than it is wide.

2.  Using a crayon, draw a large oval in the middle of a piece of the construction paper.

3.  Using the same color, draw a “T” in the middle of the oval.
•Draw the eyebrows above the letter T.
•Draw the eyes right under the sides or arms of the letter T.
•Draw the nose below the bottom of the T.

4.  Add a mouth by making a simple line.
5.  Add hair on the head with crayons.

Paint the background with tempera paint using dabs and swirls of paint
like Van Gogh did.

Students should show their neighbors their self-portraits and tell why it is similar to Vincent Van Gogh’s.

CREATE:

 CLOSE:

ENGAGE  AND EXPLORE:



Teacher administered assessment tool

DN
.

OK UP
Lesson___________________ Teacher______________________________

Grade___________Date_____________Number of Students_______________
Using the thumbs up, ok, and down technique, ask your students
the following questions and record their answers.
(K=knowledge, S=skills, C= creativity, A=attitude, E=engagement
1. Can you tell me the name of the artist you learned about today? (K)
2. Do you know what a self-portrait is? (K)
3. Did you create a picture of yourself today? (S)
4. Did you paint your self-portrait using lots of colors, swirls and dabs?
5. Did you add a creative touch of your own? (C)
6.  Did you actively listen and follow directions?
7. Did you do your best on your art today? (A)

Teacher self-critique
8.  My teaching of this lesson:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
needed improvement was highly successful

9.  What would I do differently next time?

ALIGNMENT:

CREDITS:

Project ARTiculate is supported by the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District, the Alaska Arts
Education Consortium, and a U.S. Department of Education

Development and Dissemination Grant

                                                                

Alignment of Standards:
Art:  A1,3. C 2a,b.  D2.


































































